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The stump of Jesse as a sign of cosmic peace  
 

 

Among the many images found on Christmas Cards that of John the Baptist does not 

usually find a place.  He is a challenging character, and I once imagined what a new 

line of cards featuring him might look like:  
 

Greetings from our house to yours: You brood of vipers!  Have a Merry Christmas if 

you can!   Greetings from our house to yours:  You think you are so smart but the axe 

is laid to the root of your tree!  Watch out for the sharp edge coming your way!  Then 

there could be the card that had a piece of Camel skin on it. When scratched it would 

make the room smell.  And there would be a card with a picture of John the Baptist on 

the front.  When you opened it a micro-chipped voice would say: Repent! 
 

After a long search I did find a card of John the Baptist: a Russian Icon in which he 

looks a bit deranged, and much in need of a haircut.  He is dressed in red and blue, the 

colours of humanity and divinity, and holds a scroll in his left hand, presumably of the 

prophet Isaiah.  His right hand is like this: a configuration used for blessing in name 

of the triune God.  His dress and his gestures bridge the gap between prophecy and 

the coming Kingdom of heaven, Matthew’s words for the presence of God.   
 

The Russians called their image The Prodomos:  a word that means forerunner, which 

is why John’s card would be for Advent rather than Christmas.  Advent begins by 

asking us to consider the purpose of the feast that lies at the end of this season.  And 

on the way towards it the church does not allow us to rush past John to Jesus.  We 

must encounter this awkward character and learn from what he has to say to us.  

Centuries after the last of the prophets had spoken his appearance signalled the Spirit 

and power of God was on the move.  The ancient hope for a deep and fundamental 

change in the life of the world was about to be realised. 
 

John’s voice was heard in the desert, because it was in those places the people of God 

first began to understand the meaning of salvation.   Though he was from the margins 

John had a message for the centre.  Repent is a word that means turn around: go in a 

different direction.  John’s message was urgent.  He knew that the most important 

thing ever was near at hand.  He challenged his audience to join him in clearing the 

way for it to be received.  Many who longed for a better world did just that, allowing 

their old life to be washed away, and starting again with a change of heart. 
 

Protestant theology has made a big thing of the idea that the Kingdom is God’s gift to 

us.  For us there is no way anything we do “makes the Kingdom come” despite what 

some songs like “Christ be our Light” say.  But in our efforts to avoid any sense of a 

theology of works, Protestants need to be wary of missing something crucial.  The 

nearness of God’s reign makes claims upon us that leave no room for careless living.  

The coming of the gift is a challenge to live a kingdom life.  



The most threatening part of John’s message was for the brood of vipers: the tag 

given to the religious leadership.  Their faults were that they dwelt secure in the 

knowledge that they could trace their ancestry to the father of the faithful, Abraham, 

and thought their impeccable adherence to learning and a ritualised life would keep 

them clean in the eyes of God.  John saw their action as hypocritical.  He cuts it all 

away, burning it like chaff in fire.  Counting on Abraham being your father means 

nothing if you are not really living in the Spirit of faith that moved him.  The cut was 

coming for them and this is a wake up call for church people: our inheritance of faith 

is not a security blanket that exempts us from living the faith we have received.  

Repentance is not a one off event – it is a continuous occurrence, a living into and 

living out of the turn towards God, who has turned towards us.   
 

A brood of vipers is a gathering of those who meet for a purpose that on the outside 

seems faithful, but on the inside abrogates the spirit and purpose of the church.  

Having Abraham as your father can amount to thinking that being on a committee for 

decades, means your opinion on related matters is unassailable, closed though it may 

be to any further challenge or work of imagination.  Today John might say: members 

of Church bodies beware: there are works of righteousness, and there are works of 

darkness, and doing the job properly means knowing how to tell the difference.   
 

John relied on Isaiah’s prophecies, which criticize the rulers of Israel and their 

stewardship of the world.  At the same time they offers visions for a new age in which 

cosmic peace is the consequence of the rise of a Davidic king.  The appearance of, 

Immanuel, a child from the family of Jesse, will mend a defeated world.  This event 

will signal the breaking in of peace to all people and the renewal the face of the earth.   
 

There were two news items this week that caught my eye.  In the American west 

population growth has forced the feared Grizzly bear from its habitat in the Rocky 

Mountains: close encounters with humans is making them fat and lazy.  “…Bears 

[are] spending the whole summer eating oats in the field while elk and deer are 

getting fatter and fatter… They have started to love the good life… you can see 

Grizzlies lazing in the fields all days eating alfalfa, while a child is playing with a 

soccer ball nearby”[Guardian Weekly 26/11 10 p 31].  Out near the devastated town 

of Maryville Mountain Ash trees, believed dead, have begun sending out new shoots.  

Isaiah used this resurrection image and extended it to creation.  At a time when the 

line of David was under threat, the ancient and gnarled stump of Jesse would yield a 

new shoot.  From within history, a place already touched by God’s hand, a spirit filled 

individual would arise to govern, but not on the basis of received human wisdom.  

This one would be so gifted by the Spirit that his governance would be fully in 

keeping with the God’s vision of salvation for all.  His work would bring justice for 

the poor and the meek, and the peace manifested in him would extend to and 

transform the entire creation.  The object of this breathtaking vision was not to 

legitimise the present holders of social power.  Rather it was to imagine what life in 

the world would look like if it were to be transformed according to the righteousness 

of God.  What God wills for the world is that traditional enemies, animal and human, 

be at peace, that children live in safety, and the divine knowledge be known 

throughout creation. 



John came as a preacher of repentance with the message that God has come near.  He 

was certain about God, and with God in the equation, there is room for free play in the 

historical process.  This inspired fear and trembling in those who had something to 

hide or to lose, such as power.  That is why there were such determined efforts to 

discredit John and the one who came, and silence their message.  These death-dealing 

efforts caused a new sign to be raised on the earth: a dead tree that beyond all 

expectation, became a tree of life, as witnessed to by Isaiah and pointed to by John.  

The one who died there lived.  He was from the stump of Jesse.  His cross became the 

signal raised to show all people that a change of cosmic proportions had taken place.  

In his face God looked upon us, to show us the way to life.   
 

*** 

 


